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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the Reviewing Cost Estimates For HMA Grant Applications webinar. Today we will be going over basic cost estimating principles and how cost estimates are reviewed under the HMA grant application program.
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Goals of the Webinar

 To cover the basics of construction cost estimates for common Hazard Mitigation
Assistance (HMA) program project types and to provide guidance on how to review cost
estimates

 Provides a general understanding of the principles of reviewing cost estimates for HMA
projects (throughout the grant lifecycle).

 Provides a process for determining “reasonable costs” as part of grant application
review.

 Does not provide cost estimation for developing mitigation plans.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The goals of the webinar today are:To cover the basics of construction cost estimates for common Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA) program project types and to provide guidance on how to review cost estimatesProvides a general understanding of the principles of reviewing cost estimates for HMA projects (throughout the grant lifecycle).Provides a process for determining “reasonable costs” as part of grant application review.At the end of this webinar you should have a better understanding of what is required for a cost estimate in an HMA application, and how FEMA staff will review a cost estimateThis webinar does not provide cost estimation guidance for developing mitigation plans.
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Agenda
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15
MINUTES

Introduction, Section 1
What is cost estimating?

15
MINUTES

Section 2
Reviewing a Cost Estimate

15
MINUTES

Section 3
Cost Estimate Examples

5
MINUTES

Section 4
Cost Estimate Review Summary

30
MINUTES

Questions & Answers
(as needed)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This webinar will take approximately one and a half hours to complete. We'll start with an introduction to cost estimates and guidance on how cost estimates are reviewed by FEMA. Then we will review some example cost estimates and then open the floor up for questions. If you have questions along the way, please type them into the chat and we will answer them at the end of the presentation.



SECTION 1 

What is Cost Estimating?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Section One – What is cost estimating?
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What is Cost Estimating?

Cost estimate \kɔst ˈɛs tə mɪt\ n : An approximation of the probable cost of 
a product, program, or project, computed on the basis of available information.

 Each subapplicant/subapplication must provide a detailed construction cost estimate
(budget) to support all components of the project Scope of Work (SOW)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At its most basic level, cost estimation is an approximation of the probable cost of a product, program, or project, computed on the basis of available information. Each subapplication must contain a detailed construction cost estimate (budget) to support all components of the project Scope of Work (SOW). 
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What is Cost Estimating? (cont.)

Cost estimate 
requirements in 
the HMA Guidance
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The HMA Guidance provides requirement for cost estimates submitted with an HMA subapplication. A cost estimate submitted with a subapplication should:Be consistent with the scope of work and scheduleInclude various cost item categories such as labor, materials, equipment, etc.Have source materials that are used to support the cost estimate and enough information should be included so FEMA can determine if the costs are reasonable.For additional cost estimate requirements please refer to the HMA Guidance
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Why is Cost Estimating Important?
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Supports obligation 
of federal funds

Complements 
the scope of work

Fairness and 
consistency

Informs cost 
effectiveness

Taxpayer dollars

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cost estimating is important for an application because it supports the obligation of federal funds and protects taxpayer dollars. A complete cost estimate will complement the scope of work, inform the cost effectiveness analysis, and ensure fairness and consistency throughout the project lifecycle.
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Common Construction Cost Data Sources

 Cost Estimating Guides (RS Means, Cost Works, BNi)

 National Electrical Contractors Association (NECA) Manual of Labor Units

 Mechanical Contractors Association of America (MCAA) Labor estimating manual for
labor productivities

Construction Equipment Rental Rates:

 FEMA Public Assistance (PA) Schedule of Equipment Rates

 Local Equipment Vendors
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are multiple cost estimating resources available to support the development of cost estimates. Cost estimating guides are available for purchase, and several trade organizations have estimates of labor costs. FEMA Public Assistance also has resources for equipment rates, and local equipment vendors can provide information for equipment rates.



Cost Resources for Estimators
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cost estimating resources such as RS Means, BNI, Marshall and Swift, and Walker’s Building Estimator’s are available online for purchase. These are the most common resources used by cost estimators.FEMA also provides the Cost Estimating Format for Large Projects. This document provides cost estimating guidance for large projects in the PA program. It is not required for cost estimates under BRIC, HMA, or HMGP, but it is a useful resource for cost estimation.



Common Cost Indexes (Location Factors) 

 Engineering News Record (ENR)

 Building News (BNi)

 RS Means

Different indexes, different results 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cost estimates are highly dependent on the location of the work being performed. Cost indexes and location factors can be applied to a cost estimate to ensure accuracy for the location of interest. ENR, Bni, and RS Means all offer different cost indexes and location factors. Different indexes will produce different results. As long as supporting documentation is provided, use of any common cost index is acceptable.
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Location Factors that Affect an Estimate

SITE
Land, utilities, visibility, local access, 

amenities, environmental, 
historic preservation

ACCESSIBILITY
Labor, materials, energy, 

markets, suppliers, customers

SOCIAL/ENVIRONMENTAL
Capital, subsidies, regulations, 

taxation, technology

GEOGRAPHIC
Short construction seasons, 

inclement weather
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are various location factors that can affect a cost estimate. The characteristics of the site will have a large impact on the cost estimate. Things to consider that may impact a cost estimate are characteristics of the land, utilities that are available or may be impacted by construction, visibility, local access, and amenities. Sites may also have additional environmental or historic preservation requirements.The accessibility of resources will also have a large impact on the cost estimate. The availability of labor, materials, energy, markets, suppliers, and customers should be factored into any cost estimate.Social and environmental factors such as local regulation and taxation must be considered when preparing a cost estimate, as well as geographic constraints such as weather and climate.
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Location Factors that Affect an Estimate (cont.)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide show an example of how location factors can differ from state to state and even zip code to zip code. The number on the left is the zip code prefix, and the number on the right is the location factor. Here is an example to help understand this chart:Take a project that has a national average cost of 100 dollarsIn an area of Massachusetts, the location factor is 1.03, which means that the same project there might cost 103 dollarsIn an area of Louisiana, the location factor is 0.80, which means that the same project there might cost 80 dollars.Note, the location factors shown here do not represent current location factors.



Eligible Costs

All costs that are required for the implementation of 
the mitigation project, examples include:

 Engineering and Architectural
 Costs for engineering & design of a project and

services during construction must be factored into
the project estimate

 Labor
 Wages paid to the field personnel who work on the

project

 Material
 Material price that is incorporated into a project.

Includes all specified requirements and delivery
charges

 Construction Equipment
 The cost of equipment that a contractor uses to

perform the work
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When cost estimates are reviewed, the first thing that is evaluated is the eligibility of all of the items within the cost estimate. Generally speaking, any costs that are required for the implementation of the mitigation project are considered eligible. This includes costs of any engineering and architectural design and services during construction, labor for personnel who work on the project, materials, and equipment.
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Eligible Costs (cont.)

 Subcontracts
 The total contractual cost to the general contractor for using a subcontractor to

complete portions of the work

 Non-Construction Costs
 Escalation, bonding, permits, etc.

 Project Management

 Pre-Award Costs
 Incurred after the HMA application period has opened, but before a grant is awarded.
 Costs can cover BCA development, EHP data gathering (not EIS preparation),

application or design development.
 Does NOT cover implementation costs incurred before the subgrant is awarded.
 Are NOT reimbursed if a subgrant is not awarded
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Additional eligible costs include subcontracts, non-construction cost such as escalation, bonding and permits, project management, and Pre-award costs. Pre-award costs are costs incurred after the HMA application period has opened, but before a grant is awarded. Pre-award costs can cover BCA development, EHP data gathering (though not EIS preparation), application development, or design development.Pre-award costs do NOT cover implementation costs incurred before the subgrant is awarded and are not reimbursed if a subgrant is not awarded..
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Ineligible Costs

 Cost that are not required for the implementation of the mitigation project, examples include:
 Landscaping for ornamentation
 Irrigation systems
 Site remediation of hazardous materials (with the exception eligible activities, such as the abatement

of asbestos and/or lead-based paint and the removal of household hazardous wastes for disposal at
an approved landfill)

For additional information about cost estimates and eligible and ineligible items, refer to Hazard 
Mitigation Guidance Addendum
- property acquisition and structure demolition or relocation projects, see Addendum, Part A;
- for safe room construction projects, see Addendum, Part C.3.2;
- for mitigation reconstruction, see Addendum, Part D.3.5;
- and for structure elevation projects, see Addendum, Part E.4.2.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just like eligible costs, the cost estimate must be reviewed for any ineligible costs. The best way to think about ineligible costs is to evaluate if the cost item is beyond what is required for the implementation of the mitigation project. Examples of ineligible costs include landscaping for ornamentation, irrigation systems , and site remediation of hazardous materials (with a few exception). For additional information about cost estimates and eligible and ineligible items refer to the Hazard Mitigation Guidance Addendum.



Estimate Factors

 Description
 Quantity
 Unit measure
 Material cost
 Labor costs
 Equipment costs
 Subcontract costs (if applicable)
 Non-construction costs
 Total cost (including mark ups)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When evaluating a cost estimate, it is important to keep in mind these estimate factors. A good cost estimate will clearly indicate the factors listed here. Additionally, a good cost estimate narrative (covered later in this webinar) will include a description of how these factors were estimated.



Common Quantities 
of Measure
 Each – EA
 Linear Foot – LF
 Square Foot – SF
 Cubic Foot – CF
 Cubic Yard – CY
 Ton – TN
 Lump Sum - LS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cost estimates are commonly presented as line items with quantities of measurement presented here. While these are the most common, other quantities of measures can be used. If lump sums are used in a cost estimate, it must be scrutinized extremely closely as we will discuss on the next slide.
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Common Quantities of Measure – Lump Sum

HMA Guidance Part IV Section H.1 –
Ineligible Format: Lump-sum cost estimates are not eligible and will be NOT be accepted.

Ineligible

 Not enough detail
 Cannot determine if costs are reasonable

Description Unit Quantity Total

Engineering Design LS 1 $250,000

Administration LS 1 $50,000

Construction LS 1 $10,000,000

Legal LS 1 $75,000

Total Cost $10,350,000

Acceptable

 Lump sum items within detailed cost estimate
 Industry standards for cost estimating
 Should be described in the cost estimate narrative

Description Unit Quantity Unit Price Total

Mobilization LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00

Traffic Control LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00

Erosion Control LS 1 $75,000.00 $75,000.00

Remove Curb and Gutter LF 50,000 $3.00 $150,000.00

Remove Asphalt Pavement SY 240,000 $3.00 $720,000.00

Remove Concrete Driveway Pavement SY 1000 $8.00 $8,000.00

Remove Casting EA 10 $500.00 $5,000.00

Sawing Concrete Pavement (Full Depth) LF 400 $7.00 $2,800.00
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Per HMA Guidance, lump sum format cost estimates are not eligible and will not be accepted, though in certain circumstances lump sum cost estimate line items may be acceptable. On the left is an example of an ineligible lump sum cost estimate. All costs presented are lump sum formats and there is not enough detail to determine if the costs are reasonable. The cost estimate on the right does contain lump sum items within the detailed cost estimate, however the items presented here are the industry standard for items such as mobilization, traffic control, and erosion control. More importantly, these lump sum item should be described in the cost estimate narrative and a description of how they were estimated should be provided.



Accuracy

Range of Accuracy Based on Application 
Development Stage:

 Class 5 – conceptual level design for a
Community Flood Risk Reduction Project
pending engineering studies(phased
project)

 Class 1 – fully developed design for a
FEMA P-361 Safe Room (post award, final
budget)

Add image here
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another important factor when evaluating cost estimates is the accuracy of a cost estimate. If a project is conceptual in nature, we would expect that a cost estimate is less accurate due to the uncertainties that may arise during design and construction. This would be considered a Class 5 cost estimate as defined by the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering. The most accurate cost estimate will be for projects that are fully designed and ready for construction. This would be considered a Class 1 cost estimate. Generally, applications submitted under HMA fall between these two classes. Phased projects may even be closer to class 5 estimate. For this reason, contingencies are allowed under HMA Guidance.
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Contingencies per the HMA Guidance

 Cover situations that cannot be fully defined at the time the cost estimate is
prepared

 Allowances for major project scope changes, unforeseen risks, or extraordinary
events may not be included as contingency costs.

 Cost estimates may include contingencies
 Recommended total contingency range is 1 to 5 percent.

 Contingency costs may be raised to 7 percent for historic properties

 A contingency cost should be included as a line item
 Should be justified based on the nature of the proposed project.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Per the HMA guidance, contingency costs is an allowance in the total cost estimate to cover situations that cannot be fully defined at the time the cost estimate is prepared but that will likely result in additional eligible costs.  Allowances for major project scope changes, unforeseen risks, or extraordinary events may not be included as contingency costs. For project applications, cost estimates may include contingencies; however, the recommended total contingency range is 1 to 5 percent. A Contingency cost should be included as a separate line item in the budget section of a project application and should be based on the nature of the proposed project.



SECTION 2

Reviewing a Cost Estimate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Section Two – Reviewing a Cost Estimate
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How do I know if a unit cost is reasonable? (1 of 3)

2 CFR Part 200.404 Reasonable costs.

A cost is reasonable if, in its nature and amount, it does not exceed that which 
would be incurred by a prudent person under the circumstances prevailing at 
the time the decision was made to incur the cost. The question of 
reasonableness is particularly important when the non-Federal entity is 
predominantly federally-funded. In determining reasonableness of a given cost, 
consideration must be given to:

(a) Whether the cost is of a type generally recognized as ordinary and
necessary for the operation of the non-Federal entity or the proper and efficient 
performance of the Federal award.

(b) The restraints or requirements imposed by such factors as: sound
business practices; arm's-length bargaining; Federal, state and other laws and 
regulations; and terms and conditions of the Federal award.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When a cost estimate is reviewed under the HMA program, it must be reviewed for its reasonableness. According to 2 CFR Part 100.404, “a cost is reasonable if, in its nature and amount, it does not exceed that which would be incurred by a prudent person under the circumstances prevailing at the time the decision was made to incur the cost. The question of reasonableness is particularly important when the non-Federal entity is predominantly federally-funded.”When determining the reasonableness of a give cost you must consider:The cost is necessary for the performance of the Federal award.Sound business practices; arm's-length bargaining; regulations; and terms and conditions of the Federal award are followed.Market prices for comparable goods or services for the geographic area.Whether the individuals concerned acted with prudence in the circumstances considering their responsibilities to the non-Federal entity, its employees, the public at large, and the Federal government.Whether the non-Federal entity significantly deviates from its established practices and policies regarding the incurrence of costs, which may unjustifiably increase the Federal award's cost.
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How do I know if a unit cost is reasonable? (2 of 3)

2 CFR Part 200.404 Reasonable costs.

Continued

(c) Market prices for comparable goods or services for the geographic area.

(d) Whether the individuals concerned acted with prudence in the
circumstances considering their responsibilities to the non-Federal entity, its 
employees, where applicable its students or membership, the public at large, 
and the Federal government.

(e) Whether the non-Federal entity significantly deviates from its
established practices and policies regarding the incurrence of costs, which 
may unjustifiably increase the Federal award's cost.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Continuing from the last slide, when determining the reasonableness of a give cost you must also consider:Market prices for comparable goods or services for the geographic area are used.Established practices and policies are followed.
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How do I know if a unit cost is reasonable? (3 of 3) 

 Comparability to similar projects (including non-federal projects)

 Evaluate using costing resources

 Focus on major cost items

 Must match the scope of work and schedule

2015 HMA Guidance

 If a cost estimate is based on a contractor’s bid or historic costs
from another activity, detailed documentation must be provided.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When reviewing a cost estimate, how do you evaluate the cost estimate for its reasonability? The first place to start is to compare it to similar projects that have occurred or are in development in the same area if that information is available. You can also evaluate it using the costing resources discussed earlier in this webinar. Focus should be given to the larger cost items to determine their reasonableness. The cost estimate must also match the scope of work description and the schedule provided in the subapplication.If a cost estimate is based on a contractor’s bid or historic costs from a similar project, detailed documentation must be provided to support the cost estimate.
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Major Cost Items
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DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNIT COST SUBTOTAL
ASPHALT CONCRETE TYPE S3 (PG 64-22 OK) TON 1561 $  60 $  93,660 
CONCRETE SIDEWALK (5" THICK) S.Y. 1976 $  65 $    128,440 
AGGREGATE BASE TYPE B C.Y. 1336 $  50 $  66,800 
CLASS A CONCRETE C.Y. 2417 $   600 $    1,450,200 
CLEARING & GRUBBING L. SUM 1 $  30,000 $  30,000 
COMBINED CONCRETE CURB AND GUTTER L.F. 2112 $  20 $  42,240 
ENGINEERING & CONTRACT ADMIN L. SUM 1 $    858,772 $    858,772 
INLET FLOW STRUCTURE EA. 3 $    100,000 $    300,000 
LAND (33 - 50'  WIDE LOTS) AC. 5 $    550,000 $    2,750,000 
OUTLET FLOW STRUCTURE EA. 1 $    200,000 $    200,000 
SAFETY RAILING L.F. 2047 $  75 $    153,525 
REINFORCING STEEL - RETAINING WALL LB. 134380 $    1 $    134,380 
REMOVAL OF ASPHALT PAVEMENT S.Y. 29364 $    5 $    146,820 
REMOVAL OF CURB & GUTTER L.F. 2112 $    3 $    6,336 
REMOVAL OF SANITARY SEWER L.F. 2410 $  25 $  60,250 
REMOVAL OF STORM SEWER L.F. 2120 $  30 $  63,600 
REMOVAL OF WATERLINE L.F. 160 $  25 $    4,000 
SANITARY SEWER RELOCATION L.F. 2320 $  95 $    220,400 
STORM SEWER RELOCATION L.F. 120 $  90 $  10,800 
STRUCTURAL EXCAVATION UNCLASSIFIED C.Y. 3347 $  20 $  66,940 
TRAFFIC STRIPE (PLASTIC) (4" WIDE) L.F. 8448 $    1 $    8,448 
TYPE A - SALVAGED TOPSOIL L. SUM 1 $  15,000 $  15,000 
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION C.Y. 94916 $  15 $    1,423,740 
SPILLWAY STRUCTURE EA. 2 $  25,000 $  50,000 
WATERLINE RELOCATION L.F. 830 $   100 $  83,000 

TOTAL $   8,367,351 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When starting a cost estimate review, it is good practice to start with evaluating the major cost items within the cost estimate. The cost estimate shown here has three items that are over 1 million dollars and represent 66% of the project cost. The scope of work, schedule, and any drawings or plans should support these items. We would expect by reviewing the scope of work to see that it is necessary to purchase 5 acres of land and that there is a significant amount of concrete and excavation necessary for the project.


Structural Elevation

				Task Name		Start Month		Task Duration (in Months)		Task Description

				Preconstruction Activities		1		2		1. Design plans, contractor selection, building permits
2. Temporary relocation of residents

				Elevate Structure		3		2		1. Disconnect utilities
2. Remove basement mechanicals
3. Remove basement finished interior
4. Lift house, chimney, and deck
5. Extend house and chimney foundations & deck supports
6. Remove basement floor slab and fill with sand/gravel

				Restoration		5		2		1. Pour new floor slab at higher elevation
2. Replace basement mechanicals
3. Replace basement finished interior
4. Fill and grade to raise driveway and ground around foundation
5. Raise front steps and rear patio
6. Reconnect utilities

				Miscellaneous		1		6		1. Town grant administration
2. Contingencies
3. Inflation

				Estimate the total duration of your proposed activities (in months)						6





Saferoom

				Task Name		Start Month		Task Duration (in Months)		Task Description

				Grant Orientation / Execution		1		1		Grant Orientation and Grant Documentation Signatures

				Procurement of A/E and Project Management (if applicable)		2		1		Proper procurement of A/E and Project Management Services if not already completed

				Development of Design Plans		3		4		Planning and Design of Safe Room plans

				SEMA Review of Design Plans/Deliverables & Submittal to FEMA		7		1		Safe Room design submittal packet reviewed and approval for moving into Construction phase

				Procurement of General Contractor		8		2		Go out for construction bids utilizing Design Plans approved

				Submittal and Approvals		10		1		Receive Bids and make selection of General Contractor

				Site Development		11		2		Site preparation, testing and footings

				Construction		13		15		Construction of safe room

				Closeout Activities		28		3		Substantial Completion, Punch List, Final Completion, Closeout Meeting and Finalize Paperwork

				Estimate the total duration of your proposed activities (in months)				30





Elevation - Masonry Foundation

		ELEVATION - MASONRY FOUNDATION ONE FOOT ABOVE BFE (BID FORM)

		LINE		DESCRIPTION		QTY		UNIT		LABOR								MATERIAL				EQUIPMENT				SUBCONTRACT				BID

										MH/UNIT		MAN HOURS		RATE		TOTAL		UNIT PRICE		TOTAL		UNIT PRICE		TOTAL		UNIT PRICE		TOTAL

		1		Project Manager		20		HRS		1		20

		2		Superintendent		120		HRS		1		120



		3		Mobilize Equipment		1		EA		16		16

		4		Cut openings in foundation for lifting beams		8		EA		6		48

		5		Sever foundation anchors		12		EA		0.5		6

		6		Detach porches		1		EA		8		8

		7		Install mat jacks, beams, pre-lift		1		LS		250		250

		8		New pressure treated 2 x 6 plates		180		LF		0.05		9

		9		Secure house to foundation with strapping 		1		EA		16		16

		10		Place new porches		1		EA		48		48



		11		Raise 1 ft above FEMA BFE (total 3.5 ft)		1		EA		300		300



		12		Debris removal cleanup		1		EA		48		48



		8a		New pressure treated 2 x 6 plates		180		LF

		9a		Secure house to foundation with strapping		1		EA

		10a		Place new porches		1		EA



		3a		Mobilize Equipment		1		EA

		4a		Cut openings in foundation for lifting beams		8		EA

		5a		Sever foundation anchors		12		EA

		10b		Place new porches		1		EA

		11a		Raise 1 ft above FEMA BFE (total 3.5 ft)		1		EA



		13		Disconnect power and water services		1		EA

		14		Plumbing water reconnects		1		EA



		15		Trenching for jacking pits		13		CY

		16		Extend masonry foundation 8" CMY (180x3.5)		630		SF

		17		New deck 10 x 10		100		SF



																Eligible Costs						Total Bid (Excluding 10, 10a, 10b and 17)

																Ineligible Costs						Total Bid (Items 10, 10a, 10b and 17)





Major Cost Items

		DESCRIPTION		UNIT		QUANTITY		UNIT COST		SUBTOTAL

		Column1		Column2		Column3		Column4		Column5

		ASPHALT CONCRETE TYPE S3 (PG 64-22 OK)		TON		1561		$   60		$   93,660

		CONCRETE SIDEWALK (5" THICK)		S.Y.		1976		$   65		$   128,440

		AGGREGATE BASE TYPE B		C.Y.		1336		$   50		$   66,800

		CLASS A CONCRETE		C.Y.		2417		$   600		$   1,450,200

		CLEARING & GRUBBING		L. SUM		1		$   30,000		$   30,000

		COMBINED CONCRETE CURB AND GUTTER		L.F.		2112		$   20		$   42,240

		ENGINEERING & CONTRACT ADMIN		L. SUM		1		$   858,772		$   858,772

		INLET FLOW STRUCTURE		EA.		3		$   100,000		$   300,000

		LAND (33 - 50'  WIDE LOTS)		AC.		5		$   550,000		$   2,750,000

		OUTLET FLOW STRUCTURE		EA.		1		$   200,000		$   200,000

		SAFETY RAILING		L.F.		2047		$   75		$   153,525

		REINFORCING STEEL - RETAINING WALL		LB.		134380		$   1		$   134,380

		REMOVAL OF ASPHALT PAVEMENT		S.Y.		29364		$   5		$   146,820

		REMOVAL OF CURB & GUTTER		L.F.		2112		$   3		$   6,336

		REMOVAL OF SANITARY SEWER		L.F.		2410		$   25		$   60,250

		REMOVAL OF STORM SEWER		L.F.		2120		$   30		$   63,600

		REMOVAL OF WATERLINE		L.F.		160		$   25		$   4,000

		SANITARY SEWER RELOCATION		L.F.		2320		$   95		$   220,400

		STORM SEWER RELOCATION		L.F.		120		$   90		$   10,800

		STRUCTURAL EXCAVATION UNCLASSIFIED		C.Y.		3347		$   20		$   66,940

		TRAFFIC STRIPE (PLASTIC) (4" WIDE)		L.F.		8448		$   1		$   8,448

		TYPE A - SALVAGED TOPSOIL		L. SUM		1		$   15,000		$   15,000

		UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION		C.Y.		94916		$   15		$   1,423,740

		SPILLWAY STRUCTURE		EA.		2		$   25,000		$   50,000

		WATERLINE RELOCATION		L.F.		830		$   100		$   83,000

								TOTAL		$   8,367,351
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Scope of Work
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A clear scope of work is critical for determining the reasonableness of a cost estimate, as the cost estimate must be consistent with the scope of work. As part of all HMA applications, the scope of work must be sufficiently described. The subapplication must include a description of the activities and anticipated outcomes as a means for FEMA to determine whether the activities are eligible, whether the subapplicant can complete the activities within the POP, and whether the proposed costs are reasonable. For more guidance on what a complete scope of work should look like, refer to the HMA Guidance.
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Schedule and Cost Estimate

The schedule and cost estimate must align with the scope of work.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The scope of work should also contain a project schedule, and this also must be consistent with the cost estimate. The schedule should indicate deliverables and key milestones. It should also include anticipated quarterly usage of Federal funds. 



Cost Estimate Narrative

 Document the overall project scope.
 Communicate the estimator’s knowledge of the

project by demonstrating an understanding of scope
and schedule as it relates to cost.

 Provide a record of all documents used to prepare
the estimate.

 Act as a source of support during dispute resolutions.
 Establish a realistic baseline for the scope, quantities

and cost, which should eliminate cost overruns.
 Facilitate the review and validation of the cost

estimate.
 Identify non-eligible items that are excluded from the

HMA grant subapplication
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A cost estimate should be supported by a well-prepared cost estimate narrative, also known as a basis of estimate. The cost estimate narrative is essential to determining the reasonableness of a cost estimate. The cost estimate narrative should:Document the overall project scope. Communicate the estimator’s knowledge of the project by demonstrating an understanding of scope and schedule as it relates to cost. Provide a record of all documents used to prepare the estimate. Act as a source of support during dispute resolutions. Establish a realistic baseline for the scope, quantities and cost, which should eliminate cost overruns.Facilitate the review and validation of the cost estimate.Identify non-eligible items that are excluded from the HMA grant subapplication 
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Reviewing a Cost Estimate

 Compare SOW, schedule, and cost estimate to ensure there is
nothing missing

 Review the cost estimate narrative to determine how the cost
estimate was prepared

 Determine if the cost estimate is reasonable
 Are industry standards followed?

 Are there any large cost items that are not sufficiently explained?

 Compare cost estimate to any drawings, plans or schematics
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The most important thing to keep in mind when you are reviewing a cost estimate is that you are trying to determine if the cost estimate is reasonable. To do this, it is recommended that you compare the scope of work, schedule and cost estimate to ensure consistency and that nothing is missing. You should understand how the cost estimate was prepared. Ask yourself:Are industry standards being followed? Are there any large cost items that are not sufficiently explained?Another recommended practice is to compare the cost estimate to any drawings, plans, or schematics that are provided. The cost estimate should be based on quantity take-offs from the plans. Many cost items can be verified by evaluating the plan set.



SECTION 3

Cost Estimate Examples

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this section we will go over a few cost estimate examples
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Cost Estimate Examples

31

1. Structural Elevation 3. Safe Rooms

2. Wind Retrofit 4. Stormwater System

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will review a structural elevation project, a wind retrofit project, a saferoom project, and a stormwater system project. 



E X A M P L E :  Structural Elevation

Task Name Start Month Task Duration (in 
Months) Task Description

Preconstruction Activities 1 2 1. Design plans, contractor selection, building permits
2. Temporary relocation of residents

Elevate Structure 3 2

1. Disconnect utilities
2. Remove basement mechanicals
3. Remove basement finished interior
4. Lift house, chimney, and deck
5. Extend house and chimney foundations & deck supports
6. Remove basement floor slab and fill with sand/gravel

Restoration 5 2

1. Pour new floor slab at higher elevation
2. Replace basement mechanicals
3. Replace basement finished interior
4. Fill and grade to raise driveway and ground around foundation
5. Raise front steps and rear patio
6. Reconnect utilities

Miscellaneous 1 6
1. Town grant administration
2. Contingencies
3. Inflation

Estimate the total duration of proposed 
activities (in months) 6

1

2

3

4
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first example is a project involving structural elevation. In this project, the subapplicant has submitted a subapplication for the elevation of one property located in Flood Zone AE. The project includes (1) preconstruction activities, (2) elevating the structure to 1 foot above the 500-year flood elevation, (3) site restoration, and (4) grant closeout. To better assess the cost estimate, the scope of work and schedule for this project are reviewed. The items in the schedule align with the scope of work and include preconstruction activities, elevate structure, restoration, and miscellaneous tasks. However, the schedule does not include final inspection and obtaining a final elevation certificate, which are items we would expect to see as part of a structural elevation project.
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E X A M P L E :  Structural Elevation (cont.)

Cost Estimate Comments:

 The cost estimate is consistent with the scope of work and schedule. However, the cost estimate does
not explicitly state the inclusion of costs for final inspection and obtaining a final elevation certificate.

 The source of the cost estimate is not clear.
 The cost estimate appears to include several items that may not be eligible, such as replacement of

the basement finished interior ($65,000) and inflation costs ($8,000).
 The cost estimate includes a line item called Town Grant Administration ($10,000) which should be

included as a Subapplicant Management Costs which are obligated separately

2

1 3

4
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The cost estimate includes line items such as design plans, permits, relocation of residents, elevating the structure, pouring new floor slab at higher elevation, raising front steps, reconnecting utilities, grant administration, and contingencies. The lines items are consistent with the scope of work and schedule. However, the cost estimate does not explicitly state the inclusion of costs for final inspection and obtaining a final elevation certificate, which will be needed to complete the project. The subapplicant does not state who created the cost estimate or provide supporting documentation, though the costs provided appear reasonable with one exception. The cost estimate appears to include several items that may not be eligible, such as replacement of the basement finished interior and inflation costs. A Request for Information, or RFI, should be sent to the subapplicant so the subapplicant can clarify how these items are necessary to complete the mitigation project. If these costs are ineligible for funding, they may be included in the total project cost; however, they must be marked as non-eligible items. Finally, the cost estimate includes a line item called “Town Grant Administration”, which should be included as a Subapplicant Management cost, which is obligated separately. 



E X A M P L E :  Wind Retrofit (1 of 5)

1

2

3
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second example is a project involving a wind retrofit. The project includes replacement of the windows and doors with impact-resistant windows and doors and hardening of the building envelope. To support the scope of work and technical feasibility, the subapplicant provided an evaluation report of the structure’s hurricane wind vulnerabilities prepared by a licensed architect and a consulting engineering firm. The schedule provided indicates the project would be completed in approximately 20 months.The main activities included in the schedule include design, preconstruction, and construction. 
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E X A M P L E :  Wind Retrofit (2 of 5)

Cost Estimate Comments:

 The cost estimate was
prepared by the architectural
and engineering firm who
prepared the vulnerability
assessment.

 Items listed in the cost
estimate are consistent with
the recommendations of the
vulnerability assessment.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The cost estimate was prepared by the consulting engineering firm who provided the vulnerability assessment of the structure, and, therefore, is knowledgeable of the project. The items in the cost estimate are consistent with the recommendations of the vulnerability assessment. 
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E X A M P L E :  Wind Retrofit (3 of 5)

Cost Estimate Comments:

 The cost estimate is consistent with the scope
of work and schedule. However, the cost
estimate does not explicitly state the inclusion
of costs for permitting and inspections.

 For this project, a vulnerability assessment was
already performed. If this assessment had not
been provided, the vulnerability assessment
should have been included in the cost estimate.

 Contingency costs exceed the recommended 1
– 5% from HMA guidance.

3

1

2
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The cost estimate includes line items such as construction material costs, general conditions and requirements, performance and payment bonds, overhead and profit, builder risk insurance, general liability, and contingency. These items are consistent with the scope of work and schedule; however, the cost estimate does not explicitly state the inclusion of costs for permitting and inspections. The total contingency is approximately 14% of the total project cost. This exceeds the recommended 1 to 5% from HMA guidance and will need to be reduced. Note that for this project, a vulnerability assessment was submitted with the subapplication. If the vulnerability assessment had not been provided, the cost for a vulnerability assessment should have been included in the cost estimate. 
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E X A M P L E :  Wind Retrofit (4 of 5)

Cost Estimate Comments:

 Construction costs were broken down into sufficient line items and
quantities as shown in the example below.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The prior slides presented the cost estimate summary page. However, the subapplicant included detailed line items for each component in the summary. An example is the line item for doors and windows. This line item was further broken down into more detailed costs for demolition and replacement with impact glazing systems.
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E X A M P L E :  Wind Retrofit (5 of 5)

Cost Estimate Comments:

 Impact-resistant windows and doors was the main cost item. To
support this cost item, the subapplicant provided a vendor quote.

38

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The costs associated with the detailed items for doors and windows were supported by a vendor quote from a glazing company.



E X A M P L E :  Safe Room (1 of 3)

Scope of Work:
 The subapplicant has submitted a

subapplication for the construction of a new, 
aboveground, tornado, community safe room. 

 The structure will serve as a classroom when
not being used as a safe room.

 The safe room will provide protection to
students, faculty, staff, and volunteers in the
Elementary School in addition to residences
and businesses within 0.5 miles.

 The safe room design will be compliant with
FEMA P-361 and International Code Council
(ICC) 500.

Schedule:
 The schedule provided indicates the project

would be completed in 30 months.

Task Name Start 
Month

Task Duration 
(in Months) Task Description

Grant Orientation / Execution 1 1 Grant Orientation and Grant 
Documentation Signatures

Procurement of A/E and Project 
Management (if applicable) 2 1

Proper procurement of A/E and Project 
Management Services if not already 
completed

Development of Design Plans 3 4 Planning and Design of Safe Room plans

FEMA Review of Design 
Plans/Deliverables & Submittal 
to FEMA

7 1
Safe Room design submittal packet 
reviewed and approval for moving into 
Construction phase

Procurement of General 
Contractor 8 2 Go out for construction bids utilizing 

Design Plans approved

Submittal and Approvals 10 1 Receive Bids and make selection of 
General Contractor

Site Development 11 2 Site preparation, testing and footings

Construction 13 15 Construction of safe room

Closeout Activities 28 3
Substantial Completion, Punch List, Final 
Completion, Closeout Meeting and 
Finalize Paperwork

Estimate the total duration of 
your proposed activities (in 
months)

30

1

2

3

4
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The third example is a safe room project. The subapplicant has submitted a subapplication for the construction of a new, aboveground, tornado, community safe room. The structure will serve as a classroom when not being used as a safe room. The safe room will provide protection to students, faculty, staff, and volunteers in the Elementary School in addition to residences and businesses within a half mile of the safe room. Consistent with safe room requirements, the safe room design will be compliant with FEMA P-361 and ICC 500. The main activities in the scope of work and schedule include (1) engineering design, (2) procurement of a general contractor, (3) site development/construction, and (4) closeout. The schedule indicates the project will be completed in 30 months.



E X A M P L E :  Safe Room (2 of 3)

21

3

4

FEMA-ineligible costs

FEMA-eligible costs
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The cost estimate lines items are consistent with the scope of work and schedule and include engineering design, project management, special inspections, site work, and construction materials. The cost estimate was prepared by an engineering consulting firm. As previously mentioned, the safe room will be multi-use. The costs not directly related to the safe room and safe room function are not eligible for funding. For this reason, the subapplicant has separated the eligible and ineligible costs.
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E X A M P L E :  Safe Room (Budget Part 1)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The construction costs were further broken down into detailed line items. Structural items related to the safe room include footings, floor slab, precast concrete walls and precast concrete roof. The required FEMA P-361-rated windows and doors are listed under the architectural components section.
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E X A M P L E :  Safe Room (Budget Part 2)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Per FEMA P-361 and ICC 500, the safe room will require backup power, an HVAC system, the appropriate number of restrooms, and fire sprinklers. These items are shown in the cost estimate in the electrical and mechanical components sections.



E X A M P L E :  Safe Room (3 of 3)

1

2

1

1

1

3

5

4

5

5

5

5

6

(Concession 
stands)

(Lockers)

7

(Non-ADA 
compliant 
parking)

(Landscaping)

For a list of eligible and ineligible components of residential and 

community safe rooms, refer to the HMA Guidance Addendum.

1

2

3

5

4

6

7
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The HMA Guidance Addendum provide a list of eligible and ineligible components of residential and community safe rooms. This section should be referenced when reviewing a safe room cost estimate to ensure line items are eligible for funding.



E X A M P L E :  Stormwater System

 Scope of Work:

 Subapplicant has submitted a subapplication for the
installation of a new storm sewer system within city
boundaries. The project includes (1) new stormwater
pipes, inlets, and manholes; and (2) new wastewater lift
station, and detention ponds.

 The proposed project is intended to reduce risk of street
flooding and wastewater sewer backups into the homes in
the community. The proposed storm sewer system is
being sized for the 2-year event.

 Schedule:

 The schedule provided indicates the project would be
completed in 25 months.

 The permitting process is not included specifically in the
schedule.

Task Name Start 
Month

Task 
Duration 

(in Months)
Task Description

Plans and specifications 1 6 Prepare the plans and specifications

Bid 6 1 Bidding the project

Construction 7 16 Construction of the project

Project Closeout 23 2 Closeout documents for the project.

Estimate the total duration of your 
proposed activities (in months) 25
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The fourth example is a stormwater system project. The subapplicant has submitted a subapplication for the installation of a new storm sewer system within city boundaries. The project includes (1) new stormwater pipes, inlets, and manholes; and (2) new wastewater sewer lift station and detention ponds. The proposed project is intended to reduce risk of street flooding and wastewater sewer backups into the homes in the community. The proposed storm sewer system is being sized for the 2-year event.The schedule provided indicates the project would be completed in 25 months. For a stormwater project we would anticipate that there needs to be a permitting process, however the permitting process is not included specifically in the schedule.



E X A M P L E :  Stormwater System (cont.)

DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE TOTAL
Mobilization LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00
Remove Curb and Gutter LF 50,000 $3.00 $150,000.00
Remove Asphalt Pavement SY 240,000 $3.00 $720,000.00
Remove Concrete Driveway Pavement SY 1000 $8.00 $8,000.00
Remove Casting EA 10 $500.00 $5,000.00
Sawing Concrete Pavement (Full Depth) LF 400 $7.00 $2,800.00
Common Excavation (P) CY 104,000 $4.00 $416,000.00
Topsoil Borrow (LV) CY 8000 $20.00 $160,000.00
Geogrid SY 230,000 $3.00 $690,000.00
Subgrade Preparation SY 200,000 $1.00 $200,000.00
Aggregate Base(16") CY 104,000 $25.00 $2,600,000.00
Reinforcement Bars (Epoxy Coated) LB 500 $3.00 $1,500.00
4" Perforated Drain Tile LF 105,600 $4.00 $422,400.00
12" RCP Storm Sewer Lead LF 5,707 $30.00 $171,210.00
12" RCP Storm Sewer LF 3,080 $35.00 $107,800.00
15" RCP Storm Sewer LF 3,416 $45.00 $153,720.00
18" RCP Storm Sewer LF 4,124 $55.00 $226,820.00
21" RCP Storm Sewer LF 3,638 $65.00 $236,470.00
24" RCP Storm Sewer LF 1,694 $65.00 $110,110.00
27"RCP Storm Sewer LF 3,418 $70.00 $239,260.00
36" RCP Storm Sewer LF 3,001 $80.00 $240,080.00
48" RCP Storm Sewer LF 1,098 $100.00 $109,800.00
60" RCP Storm Sewer LF 337 $110.00 $37,070.00
Lift Station EA 2 $175,000.00 $350,000.00
Stormwater Detention Pond ES 1 $110,000.00 $110,000.00
Adjust Gate Valve & Box EA 20 $300.00 $6,000.00

 

1

2

Cost Estimate Comments:

 The cost estimate is consistent with the scope of work and schedule

 Several items such as the stormwater detention pond, engineering,
and administration was presented as lump sum.

    
Casting Assembly, Type A EA 36 $1,200.00 $43,200.00
Casting Assembly Type C EA 40 $1,500.00 $60,000.00
Install Catch Basin EA 191 $1,500.00 $286,500.00
Construct Storm Manhole (48") LF 800 $450.00 $360,000.00
4" Concrete Sidewalk SF 1000 $7.00 $7,000.00
Concrete Curb and Gutter, Design B624 LF 55,000 $18.00 $990,000.00
6" Concrete Driveway Pavement SY 1000 $75.00 $75,000.00
Traffic Control LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00
Storm Drain inlet Protection EA 191 $100.00 $19,100.00
Seeding SY 100,000 $2.00 $200,000.00
Construction Cost $9,614,840.00
Enginering - Plans/Specifications $769,187.20
Engineering - Stake/Inspection $769,187.20
Administration $192,296.80
Legal $96,148.40
Contingency $480,742.00
Total Construction Cost $11,922,401.60

DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY UNIT PRICE TOTAL
$ $
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we can see from the cost estimate provided, the line items in the cost estimate line up with what we would expect based on our review of the scope of work. This cost estimate was prepared by the subapplicant’s engineering consultant. There are multiple line items for different sized storm sewer pipes, as well as a lift station and detention pond. The lift station and detention pond have a quantity of measure of “Each.” While this is typically seen for lift stations, detention ponds are typically broken down into multiple line items. If the cost estimate narrative does not sufficiently explain how this item was estimated, it may be necessary to ask the subapplicant for more information.The cost estimate also has lump sum items for engineering and administration that are based on a percentage of the construction cost. This is considered a lump sum cost estimate. The subapplicant should provide a detailed cost estimate for these items so it can be determined if these costs are reasonable. 



SECTION 4

Cost Estimate Review Summary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the last section we will give a brief summary of what we’ve covered today
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Cost Estimate Review Checklist

 Job Name
 Project Type
 Scope of Work
 Basis of estimate

document
 Quantities for all line

items of work
 Unit prices applied to

all line items

 Description
 Unit of measure
 Equipment, Labor,

Material, Subcontractor
 Soft Costs
 Math Check
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The checklist presented here should be a guide for you when you are reviewing a cost estimate. This check list should be used to determine if the project costs are reasonable. You should be asking yourself:Does the job name match what is on other documents provided in the subapplication?Is the cost estimate for the project type that is described in the scope of work?Is the scope of work and schedule fully developed? Is it consistent with the cost estimate? Has a cost estimate narrative been provided to support the cost estimate?Are quantities provided for all line items of the cost estimate?Are unit prices applied to the line items?Has a description been provided for each line item?Has a unit of measure been provided for each line item?Has equipment, labor, materials, and subcontractor cost been accounted for in the cost estimate?Are soft costs included in the cost estimate (these are cost for such things as legal fees, administration, profit, and overhead)?Does the math add up in the cost estimate?
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Cost Estimate Review Summary (1 of 4)

Reasons for issuing a Request For 
Information (RFI) include:

1. Missing important info on previous
checklist

2. Inconsistencies between SOW,
Schedule, and Cost Estimate

Task Name Start 
Month

Task Duration 
(in Months) Task Description

Preconstruction Activities 1 2
1. Design plans, contractor selection,
building permits
2. Temporary relocation of residents

Elevate Structure 3 2

1. Disconnect utilities
2. Remove basement mechanicals
3. Remove basement finished interior
4. Lift house, chimney, and deck
5. Extend house and chimney foundations
& deck supports
6. Remove basement floor slab and fill with
sand/gravel

Restoration 5 2

1. Pour new floor slab at higher elevation
2. Replace basement mechanicals
3. Replace basement finished interior
4. Fill and grade to raise driveway and
ground around foundation
5. Raise front steps and rear patio
6. Reconnect utilities

Miscellaneous 1 6
1. Town grant administration
2. Contingencies
3. Inflation

Estimate the total duration of 
proposed activities (in months) 6

1

2

3

4Cost Estimate Comments:

 The cost estimate is consistent with the
scope of work and schedule. However, the
cost estimate does not explicitly state the
inclusion of costs for final inspection and
obtaining a final elevation certificate.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are reasons why it would be necessary to go back to the subapplicant to get more information:The cost estimate is missing important information mentioned in the previous checklistThere are Inconsistencies between SOW, Schedule, and Cost Estimate
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Cost Estimate Review Summary (2 of 4)
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Reasons for issuing a Request For Information (RFI) include:

3. Lump sum cost items with no quantities

Casting Assembly, Type A EA 36 $1,200.00 $43,200.00
Casting Assembly Type C EA 40 $1,500.00 $60,000.00
Install Catch Basin EA 191 $1,500.00 $286,500.00
Construct Storm Manhole (48") LF 800 $450.00 $360,000.00
4" Concrete Sidewalk SF 1000 $7.00 $7,000.00
Concrete Curb and Gutter, Design B624 LF 55,000 $18.00 $990,000.00
6" Concrete Driveway Pavement SY 1000 $75.00 $75,000.00
Traffic Control LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00
Storm Drain inlet Protection EA 191 $100.00 $19,100.00
Seeding SY 100,000 $2.00 $200,000.00
Construction Cost $9,614,840.00
Enginering - Plans/Specifications $769,187.20
Engineering - Stake/Inspection $769,187.20
Administration $192,296.80
Legal $96,148.40
Contingency $480,742.00
Total Construction Cost $11,922,401.60

Cost Estimate Comments:
The cost estimate is consistent with the scope of work and schedule 
Several items such as the stormwater detention pond, engineering, and 

administration was presented as lump sum. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are reasons why it would be necessary to go back to the subapplicant to get more information:There are lump sum cost items with no quantities which have not been described in sufficient detail in the cost estimate narrative
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Cost Estimate Review Summary (3 of 4)

Reasons for issuing a Request For 
Information (RFI) include:

4. Inaccurate math or calculations in
the estimate

5. Contingency line item greater than
5%

Cost Estimate Comments:

 Contingency costs exceed the
recommended 1 – 5% from HMA guidance.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are reasons why it would be necessary to go back to the subapplicant to get more information:There is inaccurate math or calculations in the estimateThe contingency line item greater than 5%
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Cost Estimate Review Summary (4 of 4)
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Reasons for issuing a Request For Information (RFI) include:

6. Ineligible costs

7. Unreasonable costs

FEMA-ineligible costs

FEMA-eligible costs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are reasons why it would be necessary to go back to the subapplicant to get more information:There are Ineligible costsIt has been determined that there are unreasonable costs
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